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This review may look familiar. In response to the upcoming special edition re-release of Todd Phillips ‘Hated: GG Allin & The Murder
Junkies’, i’ve re-posted my original review with an additional section discussing the newly added special features for the DVD release,
which hits stores this Tuesday, August 7th, 2007. Enjoy!

There used to be this guy that I would always see lurking around in the downtown are a of my small Southern Ontario hometown. He was a crusty
looking 30-something-year-old punk with multi-coloured hair. Pretty standard looking , outside of his hand painted black and red leather jacket.
The back of which featured a glorious portrait of none other than punk rock legend GG Allin. The portrait was poorly executed, but then again,
so was GG’s music. Eventually I heard the stories of Allin’s extreme antics, but never really looked any further into the man or the music. The
only reason I picked up ‘Hated: GG Allin and the Murder Junkies’ was due to my curiosity with the involvement of mainstream comedy director
Todd Phillips. (Old School, Road Trip) Washington Post critic Richard Harrington says ‘Hated is actually funnier than Spinal Tap.’ I think I
would have to agree.

Lauded as one the most successful student films ever made, Hated was director Todd Phillips documentary project at NYU. The film chronicles
the life and times of one of the most disgusting punk rock legends (I use the word ‘ legend’ very lightly here) in modern music history. GG Allin,
born Jesus Christ Allin and later renamed Kevin Michael Allin, is undoubtedly more known for his extreme lifestyle than his musical legacy.
Leap frogging from punk band to punk band, GG finally ended up fronting The Murder Junkies, a group of misfit weirdo’s featuring GG’s
brother Merle on bass. The music itself is pretty standard punk rock affair, featuring such classics as ‘Die When You Die’, ‘I Kill Everything I
Fuck (The AIDS Song)’ and ‘Suck My Ass It Smells’. We all remember the day we first heard ‘Suck My Ass It Smell’s’. How could we forget?
Let’s face it, the music was shit. Everyone was talking about GG’s live show. A grotesque spectacle of sex and violence that usually ended up
with Allin totally nude, covered in blood and feces, sexually and physically assault ing his fans. In one of the most unusual interviews in the film,
Murder Junkies drummer and convicted sex offender Dino Sex describes GG’s on stage behavior as a social commentary on violence, just as
we’re treated to video footage of GG threatening his fans with pieces of the drum kit. This could be one of the funniest moments in the film.
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Hated’s balancing act between treating GG as a rock legend/social oddity and a complete idiot can be confusing at times. You get a sense that
Phillips respects Allin in some weird way and has become friends with him, yet at the same time, the exploitative nature of the film is hard to
ignore. Unk, a GG fan and probably the most unbelievably idiotic person in the film,  seems too good to be true. He’s clearly played as an idiot,
even to the point of Phillips including some outtakes in his interviews. I would probably question the authenticity of this guy if it wasn’t for some
photographs that seem to link him to the stories he tells. In one case, he held a birthday party for GG, but Allin would only attend if one specific
request was met. Unk was to find a girl that would shit and piss in GG Allin’s mouth for his birthday. I don’t mean to spoil anything for you, but
the proof of success is right there in the film as GG indulges in his birthday present as his brother Merle captures it all on video. I guess it’s just
proof of the type of people GG attracted in his lifetime.

We’re shown examples of the small dent GG made in the mainstream media, specifically with an appearance on the Geraldo talk show. GG,
along with other risqué punk rock acts, claims his music brings the danger back to rock and roll. When asked about the act of defecating on the
stage and throwing it at the audience, GG claims that his body is a rock and roll temple and his fluids are the communion. Sounds nice until you
end up on the receiving end of a fist load of communion. The film isn’t one hundred percent sensational. We do get into the personal lives of GG
and his brother. It’s no surprise that their father was a fanatically religious recluse, who on occasion dug graves in their backyard, one for each
member of the family. We see GG’s high school teachers and close friends, neither of whom seem to hold any clear answers as to why GG acts
out the way he does. One of his buddies just can’t figure out how a man can love to bleed as much as GG does. What’s even more astonishing is
how far his fans will go to make GG bleed, ending the Murder Junkies short lived tour after 15 members of the crowd jumped GG on stage,
breaking his arm. As Merle says earlier in the film, they don’t expect a tour to last very long because of two reasons: jail and the hospital. GG’s
final performance took place at The Gas Station in New York City. After their set was cut short, GG and his fans took to the streets in a small
scale riot which ended with GG overdosing on heroin at a friends apartment not long after the incident. It was hours before his friends, posting
for pictures with the then dead Allin, realized that GG hadn’t simply passed out.

GG Allin’s story is so ridiculous that you can’t help but laugh. Sure it’s tragic in  a way, but it’s hard to feel sympathy towards a man who
forcibly pushes people’s faces into his shit covered crotch. GG was a complete asshole, but I suppose one thing he wasn’t was a fake. He truly
hated everyone. But Todd Phillips managed to get close enough to him to let GG tell his story with an aggressive honesty that’s pretty rare, even
in the world of punk rock. Oh, and about that guy with the GG Allin jacket…he’s dead  now.

Special Edition DVD Features:

MVD’s re-release of ‘Hated’ features some pretty fun stuff. Here’s the rundown:

Exclusive Interview with Merle Allin & Dino Sex
New Commentary Tracks by Todd Phillips, Merle Allin & Dino Sex
3 Music Videos
Ultra Rare Interview With GG’s Mom
Art Gallery From Cover Contest

I’ll start with the commentary, as that’s what I was the most interested in. One thing i’d found so interesting about this film is the fact that Todd
Phillips began his career with such a raw project, surrounding himself with equally raw people. Fifteen years later he’s a big time film director
working with A-listers like Will Ferrel, Luke Wilson, Billy Bob Thornton and Ben Sti ller. To get Phillips back into a room with Merle Allin and
Dino Sex would’ve been a pretty hilarious reunion. Unfortunately, the commentary tracks are recorded seperately. Luckily, they’re still pretty
entertaining and insightful. Phillips goes into detal about the many lies he had to tell to get the project rolling, and his first experience with
manipulating footage within a documentary. I found his remarks on this subject very interesting, seeing as his second doc, ‘Fratt House’, has
been accused of being completely staged. Meanwhile, Merle Allin and Dino Sex’s commentary is pretty hilarious, sounding like some sort of
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Saturday Night Live sketch. But as out of it as Dino Sex sounds on this track, a few muffled laughs make me wonder if he’s at least somewhat
concious of how ridiculous he actually sounds.

The interviews are pretty interesting, but nothing much for the casual viewer. Merle Allin gives a good rundown of GG’s history as Dino Sex sits
completely zoned out, sporting green hair and a pink beard. The rare interview with GG’s mother is pretty interesting. She seems somewhat
normal and talks of GG as just another child. It seems pretty obvious that the father was the oddball, responsible for GG’s hatred. The music
videos featured on the disc are pretty much more of the same; GG naked, GG beating people up, GG cutting himself.

Overall, the dvd will definitely appeal to hardcore GG fans, of which I definitely am not. But as a fan of documentaries, and a casual fan of the
more recent work of Todd Phillips, I’d give ‘Hated: GG Allin & The Murder Junkies’ a bloody, shit covered, completely naked, cop hating
thumbs up.
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